ECONOMICS REFLECTIVE ASSIGNMENT

There are three questions you must answer for your reflective assignment. Please answer all three to the best of your ability. These are NOT yes or no questions. Points will be taken off for grammar errors. Please type each answer and make sure the questions are numbered. You are expected to develop at least a ½ page for each question. Less than ½ page will not be counted as a “finished” assignment and will not be posted as complete.

Failure to turn in your assignment and your time log sheet for your service hours by the deadline listed in the syllabus will result in no credit for the entire service learning assignment, which is 15% of your final grade.

If you have any questions or need any help with these questions, please feel free to stop by my office.

Todd Shepherd
Economics Instructor
Social Science Department
(620) 441-5310
shepherdt@cowley.edu

Thank you for helping to make service learning a stronger Cowley program.

QUESTIONS – Typed responses should be submitted to the Director of Service Learning in the Social Science office.

1) Please define the term “civic responsibility”. You may use any source such as a dictionary or a credible web resource. Please list your resource. Given your definition, why is it a good idea for college students to be involved in service in their communities?

2) Please write about where you chose to do your service learning. If you have more than one site, choose one to write about. What did you do there? What is the purpose of the organization? Why did you choose this particular site? Does it have anything to do with what you intend to do when you graduate from college? Is this an organization with which you have worked with before? Would you work with them again?

3) Please address each of the following in detail:
   - What is the underlying social issue that your service site helped address
   - In what way(s) does your service learning connect with economic issues
   - What new knowledge, skills and attitudes have you developed while doing your service?
   - Who funds the organization you worked with? Is it privately funded or does it receive money from the government?
   - From what you witnessed, what could be done to help solve the situation?

INSTRUCTIONS TO ACCESS LOG SHEETS

Go to Cowley website
Students
Organizations
ACES
Scroll down to “Service Learning Log Sheet”
Fill out form
Submit